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About This Game

CURSE is a point-and-click horror game that throws the player into the world of paranormal investigations. Explore the
infamous Atherton Manor, site of several deaths and disappearances over the last 100 years. Your mission is to purge the Manor

of its occupants and to get out in one piece.

Think you have what it takes to reveal the secrets hidden in the shadows of Atherton Manor?

Game Features:

Story-Driven gameplay: CURSE features a deep story filled with rich characters and more than a few twists and turns.

Icon Driven point and click gameplay within a 3D world: The Player navigates within the environment by clicking on
interactive Icons. The player can also look around the environment in a fully 3D setting.

Ghost Chase: The denizens of Atherton Manor don't take kindly to intruders and will attack you if provoked. Players can
choose to stand their ground or to run to other rooms. Use your flashlight to get the ghosts and to navigate for when the
ghosts appear, the lights go out!
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UV Flashlight: You are equipped with a high-tech flashlight capable of disintegrating entities that would do you harm -
use your flashlight carefully though, as you only get a single battery!

What to Expect:

CURSE is a narrative-focused experience. Expect to read lots of notes and dialogue. This game is intended for those who enjoy
a fun, spooky, tale that takes time to experience.

Linear Gameplay: CURSE is a linear experience with some light branching that gives players some determination of events. The
game is linear at a high level though in order to tell a cohesive story.

Ghost Chase: The ghost chase feature is tense. It's supposed to be tense. The ghosts will arrive at random points within the
Manor with the intention of killing you.

Point and Click Navigation: CURSE does NOT allow free movement. We wanted to create an experience more like a theme
park ride where we control aspects of what you see and what you don't see. If you give in to this type of storytelling you should

have a rollicking good time. If you prefer to actively move through the game space CURSE may not be for you.

Jump Scares: Although the game does not rely on jump scares in order to entertain the player, it does include more than a few.

Horror Elements: The horror of CURSE is geared towards a more PG-13 vibe than R or MA ratings. We strive for atmosphere
over gore and graphic violence.

Sound Good?

If the above descriptions interest you then strap in and let's go for a ride!

CURSE provides 2-4 hours of gameplay in most cases. If you wish to collect all the achievements you will need to play it a few
times in order to play through the branching elements and optional difficulty settings.
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Title: CURSE
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stormlord Games
Publisher:
Stormlord Games
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ 64bit

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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There's a lot going for this game. I'll be honest, i bought it on a sale with 0.99 Euros. What a deal! The game deserves more than
this. For that price at least, the game has a lot of content an replayability. So, theres the story. Not very long, but fun. Some
lighthearted humour here and there. A lot of secrets though, and some are realy intresting. There's the 1v1 arena, for two
players. You can change damage multipliers, time and your loadout. It can get quite hectic. There are challanges too. The cool
thing is they have a goal, but can keep going forever. The fact that the story and the challanges can be played co-op instantly
adds to the replayability. Co-op is local only though, and whent things start to get crazy, it can be difficult sometimes to find
yourself on the screen. The gun stacking is cool, i'll admit, but it looks a bit stupid. Not the plethora of different projectiles, that
looks very cool actualy, but the guns look silly on top of each other. Also, if you put a tommygun on top of the stack, it'll
probably miss the enemy. I's not that big of a problem though, you can play just fine. And the enemy model also look nice, very
hi-res. Those are my thoughs about it. You should grab it if you like chaotic sidercrolling shooters.. This game doesnt work with
an xbox wireless controller, it works with a wired controller fine. This is just lazy programming. The game sees the controller, it
just doesnt want to see any of the buttons it seems because the name of the controller xbox wireless is right there. This game is
old and unsupported so no more updates mean why bother at all with this title.

Rating: 0/10 Value: $0.00. Bone Out From Boneville is the first adventure game made by telltale games. Did they start off with
a bang or did they screw it up entirely ? In Bone out from boneville we take controll of two charecters. Fone Bone and Phoney
Bone. We take controll of the characters after they get kicked out of theyre home town and travel across the land to find
somewhere to live but after they get attacked by Locust they split up and they need to find each other. So how is Bone Out from
Boneville ? This game is actually pretty good. The game is not like the other Telltale games where the story progress by itself.
Theres tons of puzzles to solve. But there are some problems with the game as well. There are very annoying puzzles in the
game. The game is also quite buggy and theres a problem where the charecter doesnt go where you want him to go. Overall the
game is alot of fun and for the first telltale game its quite impressive. Great story. Awesome puzzles (excluding the possum one)
and great art style. Just a few problems like minor bugs and thats pretty much it. Without a doubt give Bone Out From Boneville
a try. I give Bone: Out From Boneville a 7.5/10. I really like the Pirates Of The Caribbean movies! So to play a lego game based
on those was really fun! This was the first game I got a platnium trophy on my ps3! And it was kinda disappointing that they
didn't have achievements on steam for this game! But it was still fun to play through again! :D. What even is this game? I
downloaded the demo because the world is so starved for Mesoamerican settings and found it oddly entertaining. Ended up
purchasing the full thing as soon as I finished the demo and great to know that the progress carries over!

To begin with, it feels devastatingly weird as you're a fully equipped warrior fighting ...immobile plants. But as soon as this
changes the game requires some really precise movement and the strange way the Jump works (infinite air control) it is actually
manageable and quite fun in a simple, harmless way.

The magic system is what made the biggest impression: Your obvious flying shiny fairy bird friend is the caster and after you
pick a target for a spell, a sequence starts and you must click the ...things around the target in order for the cast to be completed.
The two characters work independently as you're not stopped when casting.
It does add a lot to the experience and is easier to miss than I thought when the mechanic was introduced.
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The RPG-side is a bit misleading so far. There should've been at least a different weapon by now (6th area).

It is by no means it is a fantastic game but it has something to it. Some form of charm in its simplicity. I understand it is not for
everyone as it feels rather clunky and a waste on making you fight plants and spiders even in such a rich setting.

Overall 6.5/10. Again, Good Old Sierra games for the newbies, in a shell ? ( ^^ And... Can't wait to try out the sequels, #2. ). A
pretty good game, nothing too much but it's ok for when you are at school or at the office and you wanna play something to have
some fun. It keeps you in the game! 8/10. I paid $10 for Demolition Company and it's a fun litte game. On many levels, it's
really well-made. The equipment and vehicles are detailed and some of the controls are complex and will take a bit to get used
to. The missions are straightforward, don't require anything overly complicated and the tutorials are adequate enough to give
you a good understanding of how to use all the machines. I have only one main complaint and that's that the physics need a
tweaking when it comes to hauling debris in either your loader or the dump truck. 2/3rds of your hauled materials will bounce,
unnaturally, out of your loader's bucket while moving. The same thing applies to your dump truck. Acceleration and
deceleration is very herky-jerky and the materials you're hauling will violently shift around and spill out on all sides. I also
stumbled upon another physics bug where, using your jackhammer, you can turn oil drums into projectiles, causing them to
instantly break apart solid walls.

Overall, the game's worth the 10 bucks. Who doesn't like breaking or blowing stuff up? It doesn't appear the developers have
done anything with it in a couple of years, so it seems unlikely they'll address the physics problems mentioned above. They're
aren't game breakers... they just cause some frustration and eye rolling.. I love the new DLC, props to Devs as always!
The new shore looks Amazing. The new keyword "Discover" is very welcome, great for some wacky moves, same as in
Hearthstone :P
New DLC keeps this game fresh and are always welcome. Keep them coming!
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Can only speak for full wheel setup users, but i am highly highly dissapointed (as most are) with the horrendous FFB in this
game. Dirt Rally was perfect. Why they felt the need to change it is beyond me. Paid full pre order price for this and have
barely played it due to this.

Fix the FFB and id love this game. Otherwise, its staying uninstalled.. Infuriating, difficult, and stupid, but also corny and
charming.

I have no idea if I should recommend this game or not.. Its a pretty fun PVE game but i recommend playing it with some
friends. If you are a solo player this game may not be for you. +Dragons
+Modern weapons
+Really nice if you find some peaople to play with
+Good graphics
-Should be in early access
-Not so much content
-May be buggy some times
-The way it introduces you to game modes and game overall.

Yet still you will have to try it yourself and test it as I'm not you and you might have better or worse experience.. Great, if I
could get past a certain point. Having issues with AMD 15.7.1 drivers (i5 4440 & R9 390 runs it at 1080p/60fps)
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